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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services UnleashedSams Publishing, 2009

	The authoritative, example-rich guide to Microsoft’s powerful reporting platform


	With Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services you can quickly deliver relevant business intelligence data wherever it’s needed–across the entire enterprise, and through the entire reporting lifecycle. SQL...
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Professional Web 2.0 Programming (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
Web 2.0 architecture opens up an incredible number of options for flexible web design, creative reuse, and easier updates. Along with covering the key languages and techniques of Web 2.0, this unique book introduces you to all of the technologies that make up Web 2.0 at a professional level. Throughout the chapters, you'll find code for several...
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Learning SQL on SQL Server 2005O'Reilly, 2006
Anyone who interacts with today's modern databases needs to know SQL (Structured Query Language), the standard language for generating, manipulating, and retrieving database information. In recent years, the dramatic rise in the popularity of relational databases and multi-user databases has fueled a healthy demand for...
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Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2005: T-SQL QueryingMicrosoft Press, 2006
A comprehensive, hands-on reference for database developers and administrators, this book focuses on advanced querying techniques using Transact-SQL (T-SQL), the database programming language built into SQL Server. Includes code and table examples. 

       Key Book Benefits: 

	Delivers practical, hands-on guidance on...
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Improving Profit: Using Contribution Metrics to Boost the Bottom LineApress, 2013

	Business of all sizes have a problem: How do you know—in real time—whether you are earning the profit you need to grow or even just stay in business? And which products or services are doing the “heavy lifting” in contributing to profit? Financial statements tell only part of the story. They are backward looking, for...
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Hadoop Real World Solutions CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Ever felt you could use some no-nonsense, practical help when developing applications with Hadoop? Well, you've just found it. This real-world solutions cookbook is packed with handy recipes you can apply to your own everyday issues.


	Overview

	
		Solutions to common problems when working in the Hadoop...
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Intelligent Open Learning Systems: Concepts, Models and Algorithms (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2011

	The book addresses the problem known in the literature as Open and Distance
	Learning (ODL). ODL describes new concepts of the process of learning-teaching
	organization. ODL is becoming very popular at universities that offer education
	via online and/or distance learning, both in synchronous or asynchronous modes.
	More precisely, the...
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OCA Oracle Database 11g: SQL Fundamentals I: A Real World Certification Guide (1ZO-051)Packt Publishing, 2011

	The Oracle Database 11g: SQL Fundamentals I exam is the first stepping stone in getting the Oracle Certified Associate Certification for Oracle Database 11g. The SQL programming language is used in every major relational database today and understanding the real world application of it is the key to becoming a successful DBA.


	This...
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Apache Hive Essentials: Essential techniques to help you process, and get unique insights from, big data, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		This book takes you on a fantastic journey to discover the attributes of big data using Apache Hive.

	
		Key Features

		
			Grasp the skills needed to write efficient Hive queries to analyze the Big Data
	
			Discover how Hive can coexist and work with other tools within the Hadoop...
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Ranking Queries on Uncertain Data (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2011

	Uncertain data is inherent in many important applications, such as environmental surveillance, market analysis, and quantitative economics research. Due to the importance of those applications and rapidly increasing amounts of uncertain data collected and accumulated, analyzing large collections of uncertain data has become an important task....
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Pentaho 5.0 Reporting by Example: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn to use the power of Pentaho for Business Intelligence reporting in a series of simple, logical stages. From installation in Windows or Linux right through to publishing your own Java web application, it's all here.


	Overview

	
		Install and configure PRD in Linux and Windows
	
		Create...
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Beginning Java 8 Language Features: Lambda Expressions, Inner Classes, Threads, I/O, Collections, and StreamsApress, 2014

	Beginning Java 8 Language Features covers essential and advanced features of the Java programming language such as the new lambda expressions (closures), inner classes, threads, I/O, Collections, garbage collection, streams, and more. Author Kishori Sharan provides over 60 diagrams and 290 complete programs to help you visualize and...
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